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OUR COMMITMENT
David Baker Architects (DBA) is a progressive
architecture, interiors, and urban design firm in San
Francisco that has built a reputation for creating acclaimed
buildings in urban environments. DBA has a passion for
and deep understanding of the power of humane and
respectful environments to transform neighborhoods and
to elevate the lives of individuals and families.
From an early focus on sustainability, DBA has played a
leading role in advancing sustainable-building practices
in mid-rise urban residential buildings, including
our successful participation in both LEED and LBC
pilot programs, and the achievement of several “firsts”
in Northern California: The first LEED-NC Silver
certification; the first LEED for Homes certification;
the first LEED-ND Certified Gold Neighborhood; the
largest LEED for Homes Platinum development; and the
first Passive House-certified residence in San Francisco.
With these frameworks, we have been able to advocate
for—and deliver—an ecological approach to affordable
building design with our clients.
We have signed the 2030 Commitment because we
want to reach beyond sustainable-design guidelines and
begin using a “whole portfolio” approach to evaluate our
progress toward producing net-positive-impact buildings.
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Our commitment to sustainability is guided by a practical
understanding of growing environmental challenges and
our core mission to design places that allow communities
to thrive and that serve as a “multiplier of good”— that
enable or support further engagement, connection, or
community benefit.
We identified five areas of practice to strengthen in order
to successfully respond to the 2030 Challenge.

1. Design & Approach
Enlighten how we set project goals,
evaluate ideas, and engage with clients

2. Evaluation & Reporting
Establish performance benchmarks, collect
data and user feedback from finished
projects, and report progress

3. Research & Advocacy
Leverage partnerships and expertise 		
in the multi-family sector to benefit
the 2030 community and broader industry

4. Training & Education
Grow expertise and share leadership 		
within our firm

5. Operations & Outlook
Maintain a sustainable practice in 		
our own office space and culture

David Baker Architects
461 Second Street, Loft c127
San Francisco, CA 94107
415-896-6700
www.dbarchitect.com
Contact:
Katie Ackerly
Associate / Sustainability Lead
katieackerly@dbarchitect.com
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1 DESIGN & APPROACH
CURRENT PRACTICE

ACTION AREAS

Project goals for our sustainable designs are typically
established through green-building certifications,
tax credits or other incentives, and owners’ budgets
and design standards. When we incorporate resource
efficiency or healthy building decisions that go beyond
code or LEED directives, it tends to be the result of DBA
taking initiative with the client. Generally, such strategies
are low-cost and embedded early in design using common
sense and experience. More targeted, portfolio-based
performance evaluation can be a challenge.

1. Design-phase analysis

In recent years we have expanded our partnerships with
energy consultants and experimented with a range of
software tools and other methods to facilitate more inhouse performance evaluation and documentation.

We have identified a number of opportunities to
incorporate analysis into our work flow without
dedicated fee. We are gradually building capacity for
benchmark modeling, code energy model auditing,
building-assembly analysis, daylight studies and water
conservation.

1-YEAR GOALS

1.

Demonstrate early-phase
benchmark modeling on
select projects.

2.

Develop information materials
to review with clients at project
kick-off in order to establish
project goals and expectations
that are independent of green
building checklist procedures.

2. Client Support
We strive to be effective advocates for our clients in
navigating energy and other performance goals. Improve
the tools we have to help clients explore costs and
benefits of going beyond standard practice in areas of
resource efficiency, health, and urban resilience.

3. Project Documentation
Documenting basic data, features and lessons for each
project is critical to inform design development and
construction administration on new projects.

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Conduct benchmark modeling
during concept phase on each
new project.

2.

Fully integrate 2030
Commitment goals into
project kick-off and close-out
processes for all projects.
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2 EVALUATION & REPORTING
CURRENT PRACTICE

ACTION AREAS

DBA currently has no systematic methods in place
for evaluating the energy, water, and IEQ (indoor
environmental quality) performance of our buildings.
We have begun to partner with a few clients to collect
utility data. What we know about our buildings postconstruction has emerged from a long record of fullservice architecture for similar buildings in and around
the Bay Area, and from maintaining long-standing
relationships with clients—especially non-profit housing
providers—who share lessons learned and experiences
anecdotally. We generally receive the most feedback in
the areas of community well-being, safety, security, and
long-term durability.

1. Energy Reporting

Historically, methods for modeling and reporting energy
performance under the 2030 Challenge have had limited
value to our process. It is particularly difficult to model
predicted energy use consistently across multi-family
buildings in a way that aligns with existing benchmarking
tools. Energy modeling methods under California’s Title
24 are not designed to serve multi-family buildings
and fall short of providing meaningful design feedback.
Further obstacles include gaining access to actual,
whole-building utility data from completed projects and
addressing the variation across benchmarking protocols
in accounting methods for energy use in residential areas
versus common and non-residential areas. As mid-rise
residential buildings become an increasing focus of the
energy policy community in California and other states,
we hope to partner with other 2030 Commitment
signatories to address these challenges.

Shifting focus toward portfolio-wide performance
accounting helps us identify performance gaps that are
not evident by evaluating our work project-by-project.
As interest in data collection and benchmarking for
multi-unit residential buildings grows, we hope to
collaborate with working groups and contribute to
improving the metrics for energy consumption in the
mid-rise/mixed-use building type.

2. Data Collection
We have commited to encourage and assist our clients
in tracking whole-building utility data. We have learned
that many are able to sustain the effort if we can help
them overcome some initial hurdles. As California
makes it easier to collect aggregated residential utility
data, we aim to set the groundwork with clients for
access to this data as a matter of course.

3. Post-Occupancy Feedback
Alongside utility data collection, we are in the process
of developing post-occupancy questionnaires for
property and facility management staff as well as
residents. This exercise helps us explore and learn from
IEQ perceptions, health outcomes, building operation
changes, and the effectiveness of specific design features
or common amenities.

1-YEAR GOALS

1.

Collect whole-building
(common and residential)
utility data for two recent
projects.

2.

Develop an office standard for
collecting consistent close-out
information across all projects.

3.

Develop a flexible protocol for
post-occupancy evaluation and
establish partnerships with 2-3
clients to implement it.

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Secure access to aggregated
whole-building utility data
with project agreements.

2.

Institute an office standard
for basic post-occupancy
evaluation on every project.
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3 RESEARCH & ADVOCACY
CURRENT PRACTICE
We understand that carbon-neutral, resilient cities go
beyond the building scale and start with our action as
individuals. In the Bay Area cities where we work, we
want to leverage and enhance our involvement in
community initiatives, teaching, thought experiments
and policy efforts. Our current strengths include
leadership in urban density, equity and affordability,
bike and pedestrian-friendly planning, and resilience.
In the past year, we have joined the International Living
Future Institute’s Affordable Housing Living Building
Challenge Pilot program, and have started work on one
of the first highrise residential ENERGY STAR projects
in San Francisco. We have established a series of Healthy
Design Principles that we would like to use as a basis for
future research into the health impacts of our projects.

ACTION AREAS

1-YEAR GOALS

•

Explore and lead new
discussion forums for
sustainable urban multi-family
buildings.

•

Establish new research
partnerships .

•

Grow staff participation in
green building and other
professional organizations.

1. Grow Our Leadership
We aim to expand our leadership and involvement in
several areas:
• Deep water use reduction strategies appropriate for
mid-rise residential and affordable housing
• Passive design and (near)-zero-energy” design
methods for mid-rise residential buildings
• State energy code development for multi-family
buildings
• Human health metrics and outcomes in urban
housing
• Limiting materials of concern (e.g. Red List) in
budget-constrained housing projects

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Complete multi-family zeronet energy demonstration
project.

2.

Increase our number of
published case studies and
research articles about
sustainable design for urban
multi-family buildings.

3.

Establish DBA as a resource
for academic learning and
continuing education.
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4 TRAINING & EDUCATION
CURRENT PRACTICE
DBA staff hold LEED accreditation and a diverse
array of other accreditations and affiliations based on
personal interest. These affiliations drive participation in
professional conferences and workshops.
In terms of general staff education, our weekly internal
lunches have been the most important vehicle for
expanding knowledge on topics related to sustainability,
from basic building science refreshers to case studies
and policy developments. Strengthening staff expertise
and knowledge on subjects related to sustainability and
the 2030 Commitment relies upon and informs how we
implement the rest of our goals.

ACTION AREAS
1. Expand Internal Knowledge
We would like to set a higher baseline for all design
staff regarding general literacy with best practices and
current developments, from resource conservation to
human health. A recent staff survey identified a number
of topics and resources to pursue that would improve
our ability to incorporate high-performance criteria and
design options across all projects.

2. Support Staff Expertise and Leadership
We plan to develop and support proactive internal
leadership and to define clear, internal resources that
design-team members can consult. Defining areas of
expertise and leadership must be an organic process
based on personal interest and experience; however,
we can encourage broad leadership by making training
opportunities more visible and maintain an active
dialogue.

1-YEAR GOALS

1.

Create a calendar of seminars,
trainings, and other events for
all staff

2.

Set up a sustainability lunch
presentation series based
on staff feedback to build
knowledge base.

3.

Develop targeted best practice
guides to ensure that our
basis-of-design standards and
Title 24 modeling methods are
consistent across projects and
clearly conveyed to clients and
sub-consultants

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Staff feel empowered to
address 2030 Commitment
goals on every project.
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5 OPERATIONS & OUTLOOK
CURRENT PRACTICE
DBA is a San Francisco Certified Green Business, which
meets standards of resource use and operations recognized
by the City and County of San Francisco. Aspects of
our operations inlcude an emphasis on digital document
sharing, high-efficiency workstation equipment, and
low lighting power density. Additionally we are a Gold
Level Bike Friendly Business, as certified by the League
of American Bicyclists.
Thinking and acting locally and sustainably is part of
our office culture: from the food we purchase and the
vendors we use, to maintaining four office bikes, which
are used frequently to commute to meetings. Staff are
offered incentives for commuting via public transit or
rideshare, and Business City CarShare and San Francisco
BikeShare memberships are provided to further enable
staff to avoid personal car use.
We recently formalized DBA Lab, a research and
exploration group within the office. DBA Lab oversees
small-scale, self-directed projects—such as a new DBA
office space—to explore innovations and approaches that
are not always available under a conventional contract.
This is proving to be a powerful tool for learning about
new technologies, products, and construction methods.

ACTION AREAS

1-YEAR GOALS

1.

Document workstation plug
loads, and use findings to
educate staff and guide new
equipment purchases.

2.

Incorporate utility bill analysis
into regular 2030 Commitment
reporting.

1. Active Experimentation
Continue to use our own office space and the design of
a new office location to explore new technologies and
sustainability strategies. Examples range from better
accounting for our own plug loads and equipment
options to testing fixtures and products we would specify
for residents of our buildings.

2. Document Our Footprint
Quantify and regularly examine office energy, water use,
and paper consumption, and establish goals to reduce our
office resource consumption.

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Consistently update goals and
strategies for reducing energy,
water, and paper consumption.
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2017 STATUS REPORT

...
√

IN PROGRESS
COMPLETE
OUTSTANDING

1. Design &
Approach

1-YEAR GOALS

1-YEAR STATUS

2-YEAR GOALS

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Demonstrate early-phase
benchmark modeling on
select projects.

1.

Benchmark modeling has not
yet been demonstrated on a
project.

1.

Select a project in Concept Phase to model
and conduct internal conversation on
sustainability and 2030 goals.

1.

Conduct benchmark modeling
during concept phase on each
new project.

2.

Develop information materials
to review with clients at project
kick-off in order to establish
project goals and expectations
that are independent of green
building checklist procedures.

2.

Client materials were tested
on 2675 Folsom and 1950
Mission. The goal setting
conversation was effective, but
informational materials need
to be project specific.

... 2. 2030 committee to trial 1-page information

2.

Fully integrate 2030
Commitment goals into project
kick-off and close-out processes
for all projects.

... 1. Continue to explore data availability and

1.

Secure access to aggregated
whole-building utility data with
project agreements.

√ 2. Katie to share list of sustainability data

2.

Institute an office standard for
basic post-occupancy evaluation
on every project.

1.

Complete multi-family zero-net
energy demonstration project.

2.

Increase our number of
published case studies and
research articles about
sustainable design for urban
multi-family buildings.

3.

Establish DBA as a resource
for academic learning and
continuing education.

format on a topic TBD (e.g. AB802, how to
make a good energy consultant RFP, Title24
modeling + Basis of Design, Mechanical
System Dos+Don’ts, RedList difficulty
cheat sheet, in-house energy modeling with
Sefaira and WUFI).

...

2. Evaluation
& Reporting

3. Research
& Advocacy

1.

Collect whole-building
(common and residential) utility
data for two recent projects.

2.

Develop an office standard for
collecting consistent close-out
information across all projects.

3.

Develop a flexible protocol for
post-occupancy evaluation and
establish partnerships with 2-3
clients to implement it.

1.

Explore and lead new discussion
forums for sustainable urban
multi-family buildings.

2.

Establish new research
partnerships .

3.

Grow staff participation in green
building and other professional
organizations.

1.

Partnered with SAHA and
MidPen to collect utility data
for recent projects, but have
data availability challenge.

2.

No close-out process
formalized. Katie has list of
data needed.

3.

POE partnerships with
MidPen, SAHA, Bridge and
EBALDC have surveyed ~12
buildings to date.

1.

Participated at SPUR panels
on Multifamily Energy Code
and Greaywater, Pacific Energy
Center Innovators Forum and
Roundtable on POEs.

2.

3.

Built new consultant
relationships on Edwina
Benner (heat pump H2O),
Coliseum Place and EBALDC
(health outcomes). Supported
Healthy Building Network
Home Free materials database.
Katie is now Passive House
certified!

Make available the example agenda, notes
and OPR from 1950 Mission as a reference
for SD kick-off meetings for upcoming
projects. Implement on your next project!
look for new client/project opportunities.
Prepare client 1-page on navigating AB802.
needed with Associates + Senior Architects
to inform and test close out process
development.

... 3. Continue to implement POE surveys.

Trial more targeted review with residents at
Lakeside Senior Housing.

1.

Develop focused content for future Green
Build/International Living Future Institute
panels.

... 2. Continue to explore existing partnerships
and develop new relationships.

3.

Identify staff interest and revisit office
priorities (e.g. LEED GA goals).
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2017 STATUS REPORT

...
√

IN PROGRESS
COMPLETE
OUTSTANDING

4. Training &
Education

1-YEAR GOALS

1-YEAR STATUS

1.

1.

2.

3.

Create a calendar of seminars,
trainings, and other events for
all staff
Set up a sustainability lunch
presentation series based on staff
feedback to build knowledge
base.

2.

Calendar is up and running,
participating has been
increasing! e.g. Brett attended
lighting seminar and shared
Illum Tools Revit plug-in.

... 1. Identify additional staff to contribute to
calendar content.

5-YEAR GOALS

1.

Staff feel empowered to
address 2030 Commitment
goals on every project.

1.

Consistently update goals and
strategies for reducing energy,
water, and paper consumption.

... 2. Prioritize, develop and schedule

presentations that are aligned with effort
to develop best practices and 1-page
information formats.

Topics have been identified:
Life-cycle analysis (Tally)

Develop targeted best practice
guides to ensure that our
basis-of-design standards and
Title 24 modeling methods are
consistent across projects and
clearly conveyed to clients and
sub-consultants

2-YEAR GOALS

3.

Align with office-wide best practice efforts.

Fundraising/Funding sources
for efficiency and renewables,
esp. affordable housing
Bioswales, stormwater systems
(with site visit, e.g Brannan)
Greywater systems, water reuse and conservation
Permeable paving
Envelope best practices: air/
vapor barriers, insulation
products (e.g. spray foam)
Material toxicity
Living Building Challenge
case study – an urban example
Post-occupancy studies
Sick-building syndrome
Biophilia and Health/
regenerative design
Case studies, e.g. 300 Ivy

5. Operations
& Outlook

1.

2.

Document workstation plug
loads, and use findings to
educate staff and guide new
equipment purchases.
Incorporate utility bill analysis
into regular 2030 Commitment
reporting.

3.

Office-wide best practice effort
is underway.

1.

Data has been collected for
workstation plug loads.

1.

Use data to inform best practices at DBA
Oakland office.

2.

2030 Commitment reporting
no longer requires reporting.

2.

Work with Arc Source to implement more
efficient default power settings on all office
computers.

IN CONCLUSION
We appreciate the intent behind and the framework
provided by the 2030 Commitment. Becoming a
signatory of the Commitment has spurred contemplation,
conversation, and now action for our firm to develop a
transparent, current, and ambitious approach toward our
sustainability goals and to altering our approach and best
practices.

More information at www.dbarchitect.com/2030Commitment

